How to get more
from your data
Bringing together the award-winning
Assembly platform, with the feature-rich
capabilities of Groupcall Analytics.

About us
Assembly was founded by Ark (the
education charity and schools network)
and NEON in 2015.

Assembly exists to
improve use of data
in the schools sector

Assembly Pro enables Multi-Academy
Trusts to work alongside a single partner
to provide essential analysis, enabling
massive innovation across a trust.

Our team contains a number of MAT
specialists, and our good practice is
developed together with a wide range of
MAT partners.
Assembly also forges strong partnerships
with education software suppliers, to ensure
MATs are ahead of the curve in how they
use data.

Visualise and
benchmark
your data

We work with leading industry names
such as RS Assessment from Hodder
Education and No More Marking and
can even incorporate your financial KPIs.

Go beyond MIS data
with our support for
3rd party systems
It is not unusual for trusts to have dozens
of systems, each with their own sets of
information. This might include everything
from attendance, behaviour and assessment
systems, to those used in support services
such as Finance, Safeguarding and HR.
Assembly enables Trusts to gather all
information in one place for complete
accessibility.
“I would absolutely
recommend Assembly Analytics
as a platform that helps a trust to
keep an eye on its data across a
wide variety of areas.”
Darren Woodward,
Director of Education,
Unity Schools Partnership

With Assembly you can access
all your data in one place

Modernise your
MAT’s Analytics
Assembly allows your central MAT team to:
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£

STUDENT INFO

•

Access live schools data with our
automated connections.

•

Go beyond MIS data when integrating
other systems.

•

Benchmark your performance with our
percentiles.

•

Visualise everything with our intuitive
interface

FINANCE

No more relying on spreadsheets!

We store your data securely

Integrations

Our MAT’s community

We are working with numerous partners and third-party applications with
a goal of providing their data alongside your core MIS data.

Hodder’s Rising Stars integration
allows you to view assessment results
intuitively through the Assembly
platform. RS Assessment from
Hodder Education is the market
leader in delivering assessments
that accurately track progress,
support teacher judgements, and
inform future teaching and learning.

Leading Trusts are implementing
innovative solutions to improve
their safeguarding capabilities.
The automated integration with
CPOMS will provide easy access to a
trust-level view for these professionals
to identify and intervene earlier, which
in some cases could make a huge
difference to the young people that
require intervention.

Assembly Analytics Partners

Customisation
Assembly Pro provides a great starting point
from which to build your own dashboards
and integrate custom requirements, or to
work with us to help you tailor them if
required.
We advocate passionately that this is your
data, it belongs to you, and we encourage
you to customise and integrate the
analytics we provide into your schools
z and trusts processes.

The Power of
your Data
Often, Trusts underestimate the capabilities
of their data. Habits gradually form, and data
inevitably becomes used exclusively to measure
results and analyse performance. Assembly
enables you to take the next steps in getting
more from your data, giving it the flexibility
and usability to become pivotal in influencing
important business decisions.
Assembly has been purposely designed to give
you the support you need in tracking student
progress and attainment, behaviour and
attendance and create a correlation between
these areas. It surfaces school information such
as numbers on roll and pupil characteristics,
but it also provides leadership teams with all
their data analysis in one place.

To book a demo or for more information, please visit
www.assembly.education

